
 

 

100 BOOKS TO READ BEFORE 

YOU LEAVE PRIMARY SCHOOL 
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A great list of books, voted for in the TES, for children of all ages, old and new, classics and recently 
published. These books are sure to inspire more reading and a love of books for years to come…. 

1 – Charlie And The Chocolate Factory by Roald Dahl 

The famous story of Charlie Bucket and his Golden Ticket, and Willy Wonka and his  
amazing chocolate factory. Mr Willy Wonka, the most wondrous inventor in the world, opens  
his gates of his amazing chocolate factory to five lucky children. Gobstoppers, wriggle sweets  
and a river of melted chocolate delight await - Charlie needs just one Golden Ticket and these  
delicious treats could all be his! 

 

2 – Goodnight Mister Tom by Michelle Magorian 

Young Willie Beech is evacuated to the country as Britain stands on the brink of the 
Second World War. A sad, deprived child, he slowly begins to flourish under the care 
of old Tom Oakley - but his new-found happiness is shattered by a summons from his 
mother back in London . . . 

 

 

3 – Alice’s Adventures In Wonderland by Lewis Carroll 

Curious Alice, the bossy White Rabbit, the formidable Queen of Hearts and the 
Mad Hatter are among the best-loved, most iconic literary creations of all time. 
Macmillan was the original publisher of Alice in 1865 and is proud to remain true 
to the vision of its creators. Every bit as iconic are Sir John Tenniel's 
remarkable black line illustrations, perfectly capturing the combination of the 
ordinary and the extraordinary at the heart of Wonderland. 
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4 – Matilda by Roald Dahl 

Matilda's parents have called her some terrible things, but the truth is she's a genius 
and they're the stupid ones. Underestimating Matilda proves to be a big mistake as they, 
along with her spiteful headmistress, Miss Trunchbull, soon find out when Matilda 
discovers she has a very special power. 

 

5 – The Gruffalo by Julia Donaldson 

"A mouse took a stroll through the deep dark wood. 

A fox saw the mouse and the mouse looked good." 

Walk further into the deep dark wood, and discover what happens when the quick-
thinking mouse comes face to face with an owl, a snake and a hungry gruffalo . . . 

 6 – 
The Chronicles Of Narnia by C S Lewis 

The Chronicles of Narnia have enchanted millions of readers over the last fifty years 
and the magical events described in C.S. Lewis's immortal prose have left many a lasting 
memory for adults and children alike. Here is a world where a witch decrees eternal 
winter; where there are more talking animals than people; and where battles are fought 
by Centaurs, Giants and Fauns. 

 

 
7 – The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle 

A much-loved classic, The Very Hungry Caterpillar has won over millions of readers 
with its vivid and colourful collage illustrations and its deceptively simply, hopeful 
story. With its die-cut pages and finger-sized holes to explore, this is a richly 
satisfying book for children. 

8 – We’re Going On A Bear Hunt By Michael Rosen 

Follow and join in the family's excitement as they wade through the grass, splash through 
the river and squelch through the mud in search of a bear. What a surprise awaits them 
in the cave on the other side of the dark forest! 

9 – Dogger by Shirley Hughes 

When Dave loses his favourite toy, Dogger, he is desolate. But then Dogger turns up at the 
school summer fair, and everything seems all right - until someone else buys him before Dave 
can get the money! 
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10 – Where The Wild Things Are by Maurice Sendak 

One night Max puts on his wolf suit and makes mischief of one kind and another, so 
his mother calls him 'Wild Thing' and sends him to bed without his supper. That night 
a forest begins to grow in Max's room and an ocean rushes by with a boat to take 
Max to the place where the wild things are. Max tames the wild things and crowns 
himself as their king, and then the wild rumpus begins. But when Max has sent the 

monsters to bed, and everything is quiet, he starts to feel lonely and realises it is time to sail home to the place 
where someone loves him best of all. 

11 – Stig Of The Dump by Clive King 

Barney is a solitary little boy, given to wandering off by himself. One day he is lying on the edge of 
a disused chalk-pit when it gives way and he lands in a sort of cave. Here he meets 'somebody with 
a lot of shaggy hair and two bright black eyes' wearing a rabbit skin and speaking in grunts. He 
names him Stig. Of course nobody believes Barney when he tells his family all about Stig, but for 
Barney cave-man Stig is totally real. They become great friends, learning each others ways and 
embarking on a series of unforgettable adventures. 

=12 – Black Beauty by Anna Sewell 

Black Beauty is born in a beautiful meadow and cared for by gentle humans. But life takes 
him far from home, from the stable of a gentleman, to gruelling work as a cab horse in the 
city. Where will Black Beauty's journey lead him next? And is there anyone he can truly 
trust? 

 

=12 – The Iron Man by Ted Hughes 

Mankind must put a stop to the dreadful destruction by the Iron Man and set a trap for him, 
but he cannot be kept down. Then, when a terrible monster from outer space threatens to lay 
waste to the planet, it is the Iron Man who finds a way to save the world. 

 

14 – The Flat Stanley Series by Jeff Brown 

Stanley Lambchop is an ordinary boy with an extraordinary problem. One night, a giant 
pinboard falls on top of him leaving him completely flat. At first, Stanley enjoys the 
benefits of his strange predicament - it can be fun going in out of rooms simply by sliding 
under the door. And it's a hoot being posted to your friends in California for a holiday. But 
it's not always easy being different, and, once the novelty begins to wear off, Stanley 
wishes he could be just like everybody else again. But how will he ever fill out? 
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15 – The Winnie-The-Pooh Series by A A Milne 

Winnie-the-Pooh may be a bear of very little brain, but thanks to his friends Piglet, Eeyore 
and, of course, Christopher Robin, he’s never far from an adventure. In this story Pooh gets 
into a tight place, nearly catches a Woozle and heads off on an ‘expotition’ to the North Pole 
with the other animals. 

16 – Funny Bones by Janet and Allan Ahlberg 

This children's classic centres on the adventures of a big skeleton, a little skeleton and a 
dog skeleton. They venture out from their dark dark cellar in the hope of finding someone 
to scare. However, since everyone is asleep in bed, they have to make do with scaring 
themselves. The results of which are hilarious! 

=17 – The Hobbit by J R R Tolkein 

The Hobbit is the unforgettable story of Bilbo, a peace-loving hobbit, who embarks on a strange 
and magical adventure. A timeless classic. Bilbo Baggins enjoys a quiet and contented life, with no 
desire to travel far from the comforts of home; then one day the wizard Gandalf and a band of 
dwarves arrive unexpectedly and enlist his services – as a burglar – on a dangerous expedition to 
raid the treasure-hoard of Smaug the dragon. Bilbo’s life is never to be the same again. collage 
illustrations and it’s deceptively simply, hopeful story. With its die-cut pages and finger-sized 
holes to explore, this is a richly satisfying book for children. 

 

=17 – The Owl Babies by Martin Waddell and Patrick Benson 

A gentle tale of three baby owls reassures young children that Mummy will always come 
home. Three baby owls, Sarah, Percy and Bill, wake up one night in their hole in a tree to 
find that their mother has gone. So they sit on a branch and wait...Darkness gathers and 
the owls grow anxious, wondering when their mother will return. But, at last, she does and 
they bounce up and down with joy, welcoming her home. 

19 – Green Eggs And Ham by Dr. Seuss 

When Sam-I-am persists in pestering a grumpy grouch to eat a plate of green eggs and ham, 
perseverance wins the day, teaching us all that we cannot know what we like until we have 
tried it! 

20 – War Horse by Michael Morpurgo 

In the deadly chaos of the First World War, one horse witnesses the reality of battle from 
both sides of the trenches. Bombarded by artillery, with bullets knocking riders from his 
back, Joey tells a powerful story of the truest friendships surviving in terrible times. One 
horse has the seen the best and the worst of humanity. The power of war and the beauty of 
peace. This is his story. 
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21 – Grimm’s Fairy Tales by The Brothers Grimm 

Grimm's Complete Fairy Tales collects more than two hundred tales set down by Jacob and 
Wilhelm Grimm in the early decades of the nineteenth century, among them some of the best-
loved and most famous fairy tales in all literature: 'Little Red Riding Hood,' 'Snow-White and 
the Seven Dwarfs', 'Cinderella', 'Sleeping Beauty', 'Rapunzel', 'Rumpelstiltskin' and 'Tom 
Thumb'. Derived from folk tales that had been part of the oral storytelling tradition for 
centuries, these stories are acknowledged as literary landmarks that transcend their time and 

culture. 

22 – The Tiger Who Came For Tea by Judith Kerr 

The doorbell rings just as Sophie and her mummy are sitting down to tea. Who could it 
possibly be? What they certainly don't expect to see at the door is a big furry, stripy tiger! 

23 – Peace At Last by Jill Murphy 

It's late at night and Mr. Bear is desperately trying to sleep--but Mrs. Bear snores so he 
tries Baby Bear's room, but Baby Bear is pretending to be an aeroplane so there's no peace 
there. Room by room Mr. Bear goes through the house trying to find somewhere to sleep. 

 

24 – The Artemis Fowl Series by Eoin Colfer 

Twelve-year-old villain, Artemis Fowl, is the most ingenious criminal mastermind in history. 
His bold and daring plan is to hold a leprechaun to ransom. But he's taking on more than he 
bargained for when he kidnaps Captain Holly Short of the LEPrecon (Lower Elements Police 
Reconnaissance Unit). For a start, leprechaun technology is more advanced than our own. Add 
to that the fact that Holly is a true heroine and that her senior officer Commander Root will 
stop at nothing to get her back and you've got the mother of all sieges brewing! 

25 – Hairy McLary From Donaldson’s Dairy by Lynley Dodd 

Hairy Maclary goes off for a walk in town, followed by a few friends. All is uneventful 
until they meet Scarface Claw, the toughest tom in town, and run for home. The story 
is told by a brilliant, cumulative rhyming text and terrific pictures. 

 

 

26 – Not Now Bernard by David McKee 

Bernard's got a problem. He's found a monster in the back garden but his mum and 
dad are just too busy to notice. So Bernard tries to befriend the monster… and that 
doesn't go quite to plan. 
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27 – A Diary Of A Wimpy Kid by Jeff Kinney 

Greg Heffley finds himself thrust into a new year and a new school where undersize 
weaklings share the corridors with kids who are taller, meaner and already shaving. 
Desperate to prove his new found maturity, which only going up a grade can bring, 
Greg is happy to have his not-quite-so-cool sidekick, Rowley, along for the ride. But 
when Rowley's star starts to rise, Greg tries to use his best friend's popularity to 
his own advantage. Recorded in his diary with comic pictures and his very own words, 
this test of Greg and Rowley's friendship unfolds with hilarious results. 

 

28 – The Twits by Roald Dahl 

Mr. and Mrs. Twit are extremely nasty, so the Muggle-Wump monkeys and the 
Roly-Poly bird hatch an ingenious plan to give them just the ghastly surprise they 
deserve! 

29 – I Am David by Anne Holm 

David escapes from the concentration camp where he has spent his entire life and flees 
across Europe. He is utterly alone – who can he trust? What will await him? And all the while, 
how can he be sure that they won’t catch up with him . . .This is the remarkable story of 
David’s introduction to the world: sea, mountains and flowers, the colours of Italy, the taste 
of fruit, people laughing and smiling, all are new to David.  David learns that his polite manner, 
his haunted eyes and his thin features are strange to other people. He must learn to fend for 
himself in this strange new world 

 

30 – The Highwayman by Alfred Noyes 

In Alfred Noyes's thrilling poem, charged with drama and tension, we ride with the 
highwayman and recoil from the terrible fate that befalls him and his sweetheart 
Bess, the landlord's daughter. 

 

 

31 – The Paddington Series by Michael Bond 

The classic story of the bear from Darkest Peru who arrived at Paddington Station 
with nothing but a suitcase, a half-empty jar of marmalade and a label that read, 
‘Please look after this bear. Thank you.’ Mr. and Mrs. Brown discovered him, named him 
Paddington and welcomed him to their home, where he has lived ever since. 
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32 – Amazing Grace by Mary Hoffman and Caroline Binch 

Grace loves to act out stories. Sometimes she plays the leading part, sometimes she is 'a 
cast of thousands.' When her school decides to perform Peter Pan , Grace is longing to play 
Peter, but her classmates say that Peter was a boy, and besides, he wasn't black... But 
Grace's Ma and Nana tell her she can be anything she wants if she puts her mind to it... 

33 – Esio Trot by Roald Dahl 

Mr. Hoppy really loves his neighbour Mrs. Silver, and Mrs. Silver really loves her tortoise, 
Alfie. One day Mrs. Silver asks Mr. Hoppy how to make Alfie grow, and suddenly Mr. Hoppy 
knows the way to win her heart. With the help of a magical spell and some cabbage leaves, can 
Mr. Hoppy be happy at last? 

 

 

34 – Five Children And It by E Nesbit 

I dare say you have often thought about what you would do if you were granted three wishes. 
The five children - Cyril, Anthea, Robert, Jane and their baby brother - had often talked 
about it but when they are faced with the grumpy sand-fairy they find it difficult to make up 
their minds. And that is just the beginning of their dilemmas. As they discover, there is 
nothing quite like a wish for getting you into terrible trouble. 

35 – Clockwork by Philip Pullman 

A tormented apprentice clock-maker, a deadly mechanical knight in armour - and the 
sinister Dr. Kalmenius, who some say is the devil ... Wind up these characters, fit them into 
a story on a cold winter's evening, with the snow swirling down, and suddenly life and the 
story begin to merge in a peculiarly macabre - and unstoppable - way. Almost like clockwork 
. 

 
36 – The Secret Garden by Frances Hodgeson Burnett 

When Mary Lennox is sent to Misselthwaite Manor to live with her uncle everybody 
says she is the most disagreeable-looking child ever seen. It is true, too. Mary is 
pale, spoilt and quite contrary. But she is also horribly lonely. Then one day she hears 
about a garden in the grounds of the Manor that has been kept locked and hidden for 
years. And when a friendly robin helps Mary find the key, she discovers the most 
magical place anyone could imagine... 
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37 – The Magic Faraway Tree by Enid Blyton 

When Joe, Beth and Frannie move to a new home, an Enchanted Wood is on their doorstep. 
And when they discover the Faraway Tree, it proves to be the beginning of many magical 
adventures! Join them and their friends Moonface, Saucepan Man and Silky the fairy as 
they discover which new land is at the top of the Faraway Tree. Will it be the Land of 
Spells, the Land of Treats, or the Land of Do-As-You-Please? Come on an amazing adventure 
– there’ll be adventures waiting whatever happens. 

38 – Farmer Duck by Martin Waddell and Helen Oxenbury 

The story of a hardworking duck, who has the very bad luck of living with a lazy 
farmer. The duck cooks and cleans, tends the fields and cares for the other animals 
on the farm - and all while the famer lies in bed! That is until the day the animals 
decide to take action ...and come to the rescue with a simple, but heroic plan. 

 
39 – Swallows And Amazon by Arthur Ransom 

The Walker children - also known as Captain John, Mate Susan, Able-Seaman Titty, and 
Ship's Boy Roger - set sail on the Swallow and head for Wild Cat Island. There they camp 
under open skies, swim in clear water and go fishing for their dinner. But their days are 
disturbed by the Blackett sisters, the fierce Amazon pirates. The Swallows and Amazons 
decide to battle it out, and so begins a summer of unforgettable discoveries and incredible 
adventures. 

 

40 – The Silver Sword by Ian Serraillier 

The classic tale of a journey through war-torn Europe. Alone and fending for themselves in a 
Poland devastated by World War Two, Jan and his three homeless friends cling to the silver 
sword as a symbol of hope. As they travel through Europe towards Switzerland, where they 
believe they will be reunited with their parents, they encounter many hardships and dangers. 
This extraordinarily moving account of an epic journey gives a remarkable insight into the 
reality of a Europe laid waste by war. 

41 – The Worst Witch by Jill Murphy 

Hold on to your broomstick for magical mayhem! Jill Murphy's much-loved classic The 
Worst Witch is the original story of life at a magical boarding school. Mildred Hubble is a 
trainee at Miss Cackle's Academy for Witches, but she's making an awful mess of it. She 
keeps getting her spells wrong and crashing her broomstick. And when she turns Ethel, the 
teacher's pet into her worst enemy, chaos ensues... 
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42 – The Alfie And Annie Rose Series by Shirley Hughes 

This gorgeous storybook is full of snapshots of family life, from breakfast to bedtime and from 
birthdays to walks in the park. All small children will be able to identify with Alfie and Annie 
Rose, two hugely appealing preschoolers who are constantly tackling new experiences and 
making new friends. 

43 – Shakespeare Stories by Leon Garfield 

Twelve Shakespeare plays presented afresh by Leon Garfield in narrative form. These are not 
simple retellings, but more like a refashioning of the dramas as stories, which remain true to 
the essential spirit of the original versions. The author has captured all the richness of 
character, plot, mood and setting in Shakespeare's works. It is the perfect introduction to 
Shakespeare for the young. 

44 – Journey To Sea by Eva Ibbotson 

It is 1910 and Maia, tragically orphaned at thirteen, has been sent from England to start a 
new life with distant relatives in Manaus, hundreds of miles up the Amazon. She is 
accompanied by an eccentric and mysterious governess who has secret reasons of her own 
for making the journey. Both soon discover an exotic world bursting with new experiences. 

 

45 – Six Dinner Sid by Inga Moore 

Sid is a cat who is addicted to having six meals a day and glories in this lifestyle. 
Manipulative, persuasive and a charmer he has wrapped everybody round his little paw 
- each owner believes that Sid belongs to them only . . . until the day he is found out! 

 

 

46 – Sad Book by Michael Rosen 

Very occasionally the term non-fiction has to stretch itself to accommodate a 
book that fits into no category at all. Michael Rosen's Sad Book is such a book. 
It chronicles Michael's grief at the death of his son Eddie from meningitis at 
the age of 19. A moving combination of sincerity and simplicity, it acknowledges 
that sadness is not always avoidable or reasonable and perfects the art of 
making complicated feelings plain. 
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47 – The Borrowers by Mary Norton 

The Borrowers live in the secret places of quiet old houses; behind the mantelpiece, inside 
the harpsichord, under the kitchen clock. They own nothing, borrow everything, and think 
that human beings were invented just to do the dirty work. Arrietty's father, Pod, was an 
expert Borrower. He could scale curtains using a hatpin, and bring back a doll's teacup 
without breaking it. Girls weren't supposed to go borrowing but as Arrietty was an only 
child her father broke the rule, and then something happened which changed their lives. 
She made friends with the human boy living in the house... 

 

=48 – A Dark, Dark Tale by Ruth Brown 

Children will delight in following the black cat's progress through the dark wood, into the 
dark house, and eventually to the surprise discovery at the back of the toy cupboard, in 
this mysterious, beautifully illustrated picture book. 

 

=48 – The Jolly Postman by Janet and Allan Ahlberg 

The Jolly Postman delivers cards and letters to various fairy-tale characters. He has a 
letter of apology for the three bears from Goldilocks, a postcard from Jack for the giant, 
a solicitor's letter on behalf of Little Red Riding-Hood for the wolf who ate grandma, and 
so on. 

50 – Percy Jackson And The Lightening Thief by Rick Riordan 

I was just a normal kid, going to school, playing basketball, skateboarding. The usual. Until 
I accidentally vaporized my maths teacher. Now I spend my time battling monsters and 
generally trying to stay alive. This is the one where Zeus, God of the Sky, thinks I've 
stolen his lightning bolt - and making Zeus angry is a very bad idea. 

 

51 – Coraline by Neil Gaiman 

There is something strange about Coraline's new home. It's not the mist, or the cat that 
always seems to be watching her, nor the signs of danger that Miss Spink and Miss Forcible, 
her new neighbours, read in the tea leaves. It's the other house - the one behind the old 
door in the drawing room. Another mother and father with black-button eyes and papery 
skin are waiting for Coraline to join them there. And they want her to stay with them. For 
ever. She knows that if she ventures through that door, she may never come back. 
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52 – Zoo by Anthony Browne 

Dad, mum and two brothers spend a day at the zoo, looking at the animals in the 
cages - or is it the animals that are looking at them? 

 

53 – Treasure Island by Robert Louis Stephenson 

Treasure Island is an adventure novel by Scottish author Robert Louis Stevenson, 
narrating a tale of "buccaneers and buried gold". Its influence is enormous on popular 
perceptions of pirates, including such elements as treasure maps marked with an "X", 
schooners, the Black Spot, tropical islands, and one-legged seamen bearing parrots on 
their shoulders. eventually to the surprise discovery at the back of the toy cupboard, 
in this mysterious, beautifully illustrated picture book. 

 

54 – Voices In The Park by Anthony Browne 

Four different voices tell their own versions of the same walk in the park. The 
radically different perspectives give a fascinating depth to this simple story 
which explores many of the author's key themes, such as alienation, friendship 
and the bizarre amid the mundane. 

 

55 – Cinderella by Charles Perrault, illustrated by Roberto Innocenti 

Once upon a time there was a sweet, beautiful girl whose stepmother and stepsisters 
treated her cruelly. They gave her all the dirtiest tasks, and when she huddled close to 
the kitchen fire, they called her Cinderella. One day the prince sent out invitations to a 
ball, and everyone went except Cinderella. How could she, with only rags to wear? But 
Cinderella had a fairy godmother, who sent her to the ball in a golden coach, wearing a 
beautiful dress and dainty glass slippers. 

 

56 – Pig Heart Boy by Malorie Blackman 

You're thirteen. All you want is a normal life. But most normal kids don't need heart 
transplants. So there's this doctor. He says there's a chance for you. But he also says it's 
experimental, controversial and risky. And it's never been done before. 
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57 – The Railway Children by E Nesbit 

When Father goes away with two strangers one evening, the lives of Roberta, Peter and 
Phyllis are shattered. They and their mother have to move from their comfortable London 
home to go and live in a simple country cottage, where Mother writes books to make ends 
meet. However, they soon come to love the railway that runs near their cottage, and they 
make a habit of waving to the Old Gentleman who rides on it. They befriend the porter, 
Perks, and through him learn railway lore and much else. They have many adventures, and 
when they save a train from disaster, they are helped by the Old Gentleman to solve the 
mystery of their father's disappearance, and the family is happily reunited. 

 

58 – Cloud Busting by Malorie Blackman 

Despite his Mum's insistence, Sam doesn't want to be friends with Davey, he thinks 
Davey's a first class, grade A, top of the dung heap moron. But one day Davey saves Sam's 
life and a bond is formed between them. Sam is still embarrassed to be seen with Davey, 
but little by little he has to admit, when it's just the two of them, Davey is a lot of fun. But 
then something terrible happens to Davey. Told in verse, in first person, this is the 
touching story of an extraordinary friendship, that changes two boys lives for ever. An 
uplifting tale that truly sings out. 

 
=59 – Kidnapped by Robert Louis Stephenson 

Kidnapped is an exciting historical fiction adventure novel by the Scottish author 
Robert Louis Stevenson. Written as a "boys' novel" and first published in the magazine 
Young Folks from May to July 1886, the novel has attracted the praise and admiration 
of writers as diverse as Henry James, Jorge Luis Borges, and Seamus Heaney. 

 

=59 – The Sheep Pig by Dick King Smith 

When Babe, the little orphaned piglet, is won at a fair by Farmer Hogget, he is adopted 
by Fly, the kind-hearted sheep-dog. Babe is determined to learn everything he can 
from Fly. He knows he can't be a sheep-dog. But maybe, just maybe, he might be a 
sheep-pig. 

 
=61 – Beegu by Alexis Deecon 

Beegu is not supposed to be on Earth. She is lost. She is a friendly little creature, but 
the Earth People don't seem very welcoming at all. However, so far she has only met 
the BIG ones. The little ones are a different matter. 
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=61 – The Wind In The Willows by Kenneth Grahame 

Far from fading with time, Kenneth Grahame's classic tale of fantasy has attracted a 
growing audience in each generation. Rat, Mole, Badger and the preposterous Mr. Toad 
(with his ‘Poop-poop-poop’ road-hogging new motor-car), have brought delight to many 
through the years with their odd adventures on and by the river, and at the imposing 
residence of Toad Hall. 

 

=63 – Eragon by Christopher Paolini 

When Eragon finds a polished stone in the forest, he thinks it is the lucky discovery of a 
poor farm boy; perhaps it will buy his family meat for the winter. But when the stone brings 
a dragon hatchling, Eragon soon realizes he has stumbled upon a legacy nearly as old as the 
Empire itself. Overnight his simple life is shattered and he is thrust into a perilous new 
world of destiny, magic and power.  

 

=63 – Mr. Men & Little Miss Series by Roger Hargreaves 

This delightful set features 50 titles including loved titles such as "Mr. 
Bump", "Mr. Tickle", "Mr. Strong", and "Mr. Messy an enduring childhood 
favourite. 

 

=66 – Gentle Giant by Michael Morpurgo 

A powerful folktale about a lonely giant who lives by a beautiful lake. When he saves a girl from 
drowning, the giant finds the love and courage to save the lake from destruction. On a small 
island way out in the middle of a silver lake there once lived a sad young man. He was sad 
because he had grown up into a giant of a man, very big, very strong and very frightening. 
Because of this, no one liked to go near him. So his only friends were the wild creatures that 
lived all around him. Then one day, he saves a girl from drowning, a girl in a wide-brimmed straw 
hat. Little does he know how she is going to change his life forever. 

 
=65 – Just So Stories by Rudyard Kipling 

These witty stories were originally told by Rudyard Kipling to his own children. In them he 
gives fanciful accounts of how and why things came to be as they are. Generations of 
children have delighted to learn how the Leopard got his spots, how the Elephant's Child on 
the banks of the great grey-green Limpopo acquired his trunk with the help of the 
Crocodile, and the beginning of the Armadillos. 
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67 – The Velveteen Rabbit by Margery Williams 

Still as poignant today as it has ever been, Margery Williams’ The Velveteen Rabbit is one of 
the best-loved children’s books of all time. In the nursery, only the toys that are old and wise 
truly understand what it means to be Real. The Velveteen Rabbit, a newcomer to the nursery, 
asks one of the most knowledgeable toys, the Skin Horse, what being real means. “Real isn’t 
how you’re made,” says the Skin Horse. “It’s a thing that happens to you. When a child loves 
you for a long, long time, not just to play with, but REALLY loves you, then you become real. It 
doesn’t happen all at once. 

68 – Pinocchio by Carlo Collodi, illustrated by Roberto Innocenti 

The story of the walking and talking puppet Pinocchio is one of the best-loved children’s tales 
of all time. Carved by old Gepetto, Pinocchio has an enormous nose which grows even longer 
whenever he tells a lie. Pinocchio is such a scamp that he gets into all sorts of mischief. He 
runs away to join a puppet show, he teams up with a rascally fox and wily cat, and plays truant 
from school which has dreadful consequences. Eventually the conscience of a talking cricket 
and Pinocchio’s guardian fairy restore him to good behaviour, obedience and care for others. 

 
69 – The Eagle Of The Ninth by Rosemary Sutcliff 

The Ninth Legion marched into the mists of northern Britain - and they were never seen 
again. Four thousand men disappeared and their eagle standard was lost. It's a mystery 
that's never been solved, until now. Marcus has to find out what happened to his father, who 
led the legion. So he sets out into the unknown, on a quest so dangerous that nobody expects 
him to return. 

 
70 – Theseus and the Minotaur by David Orme 

King Minos and Queen Pasiphae's son isn't a child - he's a monster. To keep him fed, his 
parents demand that every kingdom send seven youths to Crete each year in tribute - And 
they're never heard from again. But Theseus is different. He's determined to slay the 
Minotaur and make it back to Athens in one piece. But how can he best a blood-thirsty 
monster? 

 
=71 – Just William Series by Richmal Crompton 

There is only one William. This tousle-headed, snub-nosed, hearty, loveable imp of mischief 
has been harassing his unfortunate family and delighting his hundreds of thousands of 
admirers since 1922.  
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=71 – On The Way Home by Jill Murphy 

Claire has hurt her knee so she sets off home to tell her mum all about it. On the way she 
meets her friends and tells them how the fall happened. But just how did it happen . . .? Was 
she dropped by a wolf, a slithering snake, an enormous dragon or a hairy gorilla?! 

=71 – Pumpkin Soup by Helen Cooper 

Cat, Duck and Squirrel live in an old white cabin, with a pumpkin patch in the garden. Every 
day Cat slices up some pumpkin, Squirrel stirs in some water and Duck tips in some salt to 
make perfect pumpkin soup... until the day Duck wants to do the stirring...A funny, 
rhythmical story about friendship and sharing, with fabulous animal characters, illustrated 
in glowing autumnal colours. has to find out what happened to his father, who led the legion. 

So he sets out into the unknown, on a quest so dangerous that nobody expects him to return. 

=71 – Street Child by Berlie Doherty 

Unforgettable tale of an orphan in Victorian London, based on the boy whose plight inspired Dr 
Barnardo to found his famous children's homes. When his mother dies, Jim Jarvis is left all alone 
in London. He is sent to the workhouse but quickly escapes, choosing a hard life on the streets of 
the city over the confines of the workhouse walls. Struggling to survive, Jim finally finds some 
friends. . .only to be snatched away and made to work for the remorselessly cruel Grimy Nick, 
constantly guarded by his vicious dog, Snipe. Will Jim ever manage to be free? 

 
=71 – The Happy Prince And Other Stories by Oscar Wilde 

In ‘The Happy Prince’ a statue – jewelled and opulent – keeps careful watch over the city and its 
inhabitants. Enlisting the help of a swallow, his selfless acts bring comfort to those most in need. 
‘The Nightingale and the Rose’ is a tragic tale of personal sacrifice in the name of love, while in 
‘The Selfish Giant’ the end of an eternal winter finally brings springtime and happiness. 

 
=76 – Angelo by Quentin Blake 

Angelo and his family travel round the country playing music, singing songs and performing 
marvellous balancing tricks: Angelo can even dance on a rope! So when he meets Angelina, who 
is sad and lonely and trapped in her mean uncle's house, Angelo knows just how to help. 

 

=76 – The Day The Crayons Quit by Drew Draywait and Oliver Jeffers 

Poor Duncan just wants to colour in. But when he opens his box of crayons, he only finds 
letters, all saying the same thing: We quit! Beige is tired of playing second fiddle to Brown, 
Blue needs a break from colouring in all that water, while Pink just wants to be used. Green 
has no complaints, but Orange and Yellow are no longer speaking to each other. The battle 
lines have been drawn. What is Duncan to do? 
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=76 – The Snowman by Raymond Briggs 
Everyone's favourite snowman, with a sparkly glitter cover and introduction by Raymond Briggs. 
One winter's night, a snowman comes to life and an unforgettable adventure begins. 

79 – My Mum by Anthony Browne 

She's nice, my mum . . . My mum's a fantastic cook,and a brilliant juggler. She's a great 
painter,and the strongest woman in the world! She's really nice, my mum. 

 

=80 – The Tunnel by Anthony Browne 

Once upon a time there lived a brother and sister who were complete opposites and 
constantly fought and argued. One day they discovered the tunnel. The boy goes through 
it at once, dismissing his sister's fears. When he doesn't return his sister has to pluck up 
the courage to go through the tunnel too. She finds her brother in a mysterious forest 
where he has been turned to stone... 

 
=80 – The Little Prince by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry 

A pilot stranded in the desert awakes one morning to see, standing before him, the most 
extraordinary little fellow. "Please," asks the stranger, "draw me a sheep." And the pilot 
realizes that when life's events are too difficult to understand, there is no choice but to 
succumb to their mysteries. He pulls out pencil and paper . . . 

 
 
=82 – Face by Benjamin Zephaniah 

In this startling debut novel from Benjamin Zephaniah, the author tackles the moving and 
compelling story of a young man, Martin, whose life is completely changed when his face is badly 
scarred in a joyriding accident. 

 
 
=82 – The Turbulent Term Of Tyke Tiler by Gene Kemp 

Tyke Tiler and Danny Price are best friends, much to the despair of the headmaster of 
Cricklepit Combined School - because wherever the pair go, trouble is never far behind. 
Stolen money, a sheep's skeleton, fights in class . . . And somehow it's always trouble that 
Tyke has to sort out. 
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84 – The Giving Tree by Shel Silverstein 

Every day the boy would come to the tree to eat her apples, swing from her branches, or 
slide down her trunk ... and the tree was happy. But as the boy grew older he began to 
want more from the tree, and the tree gave and gave and gave. 

 
85 – Click Clack Moo: cows that type by Doreen Cronin and Betsy Lewin 

Farmer Brown has a problem. His cows like to type. All day long he hears Click, clack, moo. 
Click, clack, moo. Clickety, clack, moo. But the problems really begin when the cows start 
leaving Farmer Brown notes. First it was electric blankets... where will it end? And when the 
animals don't get what they want they go on strike, of course! 

 
 
86 – The Tale Of Peter Rabbit by Beatrix Potter 

The Tale of Peter Rabbit was first published by Frederick Warne in 1902 and endures 
as Beatrix Potter's most popular and well-loved tale. It tells the story of a very 
mischievous rabbit and the trouble he encounters in Mr McGregor's vegetable garden! 

 
 
87 – The Phantom Tollbooth by Norton Juster 

Milo’s extraordinary voyage takes him into such places as the Land of Expectation, the 
Doldrums, the Mountains of Ignorance and the Castle in the Air. He meets the weirdest and 
most unexpected characters (such as Tock, the watchdog, the Gelatinous Giant, and the 
Threadbare Excuse, who mumbles the same thing over and over again), and, once home, can 
hardly wait to try out the Tollbooth again. But will it be still there when he gets back from 
school? 

 

 
 
88 – I Will Never Eat A Tomato by Lauren Child 

Lola will not eat peas. In fact, she won't eat carrots, potatoes, mushrooms, eggs, 
sausages, cauliflower, cabbage or baked beans. And she will absolutely not ever 
NEVER eat a tomato. But when Charlie explains that peas are actually green drops 
from Greenland, and carrots are really orange twiglets from Jupiter, even Lola is 
tempted to clear her plate . . . 
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89 – The Skullduggery Pleasant Series by Derek Landy 

Meet the great Skulduggery Pleasant: wise-cracking detective, powerful magician, master 
of dirty tricks and burglary (in the name of the greater good, of course). Oh yeah. And 
dead. Then there's his sidekick, Stephanie. She's… well, she's a twelve-year-old girl. With 
a pair like this on the case, evil had better watch out… has to find out what happened to his 
father, who led the legion. So he sets out into the unknown, on a quest so dangerous that 
nobody expects him to return. 

 

90 – The Early Years At Malory Towers by Enid Blyton 

Malory Towers is about everything school should stand for – friendships, lessons, sports, 
plays and especially mischief. Darrell Rivers is off to a new boarding school, Malory Towers 
in Cornwall. But will she fit in there? And what adventures will she have? 

 
 
 
 

91 – Wolf Brothers by Michelle Paver 

Thousands of years ago the land is one dark forest. Its people are hunter-gatherers. They 
know every tree and herb and they know how to survive in a time of enchantment and 
powerful magic. Until an ambitious and malevolent force conjures a demon: a demon so evil 
that it can be contained only in the body of a ferocious bear that will slay everything it sees, 
a demon determined to destroy the world. 

 
92 – Birds, Beasts and Relatives by Gerald Durrell 

The Durrell family returns to live on the island of Corfu, and they continue the story 
begun in My Family and Other Animals. Already an ardent naturalist at the age of ten, 
the young Gerald lives in an unconventional and disordered household with his mother, 
sister and two brothers. Convivial and open, the family plays host to a constant stream of 
quirky guests. But for Gerald, the main attraction is the wildlife of Corfu.  

 
93 – The Weirdstone Of Brisingamen by Alan Garner 

The Weirdstone of Brisingamen is one of the greatest fantasy novels of all time. When Colin 
and Susan are pursued by eerie creatures across Alderley Edge, they are saved by the Wizard. 
He takes them into the caves of Fundindelve, where he watches over the enchanted sleep of 
one hundred and forty knights. 
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94 – Mrs. Pepperpot by Alf Proysen 

Mrs. Pepperpot can't choose when she will shrink to the size of a pepperpot - it just happens! 
But whatever she encounters, whether it be a monstrous mousetrap, a crafty fox or a 
gigantic mountain of ice cream, little Mrs. Pepperpot will always come out on top 

 
 
 
=95 – The Asterix Series by René Goscinny and Albert Uderzo 

In Asterix one finds all of human life. The fact that the books were written originally in 
French, these are a must read and great, great fun! 

 
 
 

 
=95 – The Fib And Other Stories by George Layton 

In The Fib, The Swap and The Trick, George Layton's collections of short stories evoke a 
nostalgic, atmospheric view of growing up in the 1950s. 

 
97 – From Hereabout Hill by Michael Morpurgo 

A tense and thrilling ghost story. It all began with a necklace, made of glistening pink 
cowrie shells. A long, long necklace that had taken Cherry days - weeks - of careful, 
painstaking work. It was nearly complete, and Cherry was determined it would be the 
longest necklace she had ever made; that it would be fit for a giant! But the end of the 
holidays had arrived. men disappeared and their eagle standard was lost. It's a mystery 
that's never been solved, until now. Marcus has to find out what happened to his father, 
who led the legion. So he sets out into the unknown, on a quest so dangerous that nobody 
expects him to return. 

 

98 – The Kipper Series by Mick Inkpen 

Charming books about friendship and all set around a great dog called Kipper. 
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99 – The Milly-Molly-Mandy Series by Joyce Lankester Brisley 

Milly-Molly-Mandy lives in a tiny village in the heart of the countryside. She is always 
busy doing things, and whether she is earning money to give a party, minding the 
village shop, having a picnic or going sledging, you're sure to have fun when Milly-
Molly-Mandy's around! 

 
 
 
 

 
100 – The Suitcase Kid by Jacqueline Wilson 

My family always lived at Mulberry Cottage. Mum, Dad, me - and Radish, my 
Sylvanian rabbit. But now Mum lives with Bill the Baboon and his three kids. Dad lives 
with Carrie and her twins. And where do I live? I live out of a suitcase. One week 
with Mum's new family, one week with Dad's. It's as easy as A B C. That's what 
everyone says. But all I want is to go home - back to Mulberry Cottage... 

 

 


